Separations of close-frequency signal components are important for accurate diagnosis of machinery faults. Conventional methods for processing vibration signals of defective machinery can be divided into adaptive methods and parametric methods. Empirical mode decomposition (EMD), an adaptive method, suffers from a bottleneck of performance in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. Parametric methods, such as ensemble EMD (EEMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD), face difficulties in parameter setting. As a result, these conventional methods demonstrate limited capabilities to extract fault features from machinery vibration signals. To overcome these deficiencies, this paper proposes a novel method for extraction of fault features of machinery based on Fourier decomposition method (FDM). Firstly, this paper demonstrates adaptive narrow-band filtering properties of FDM both in low frequency and in high frequency by examining Gaussian white noise. Afterwards, this paper numerally proves that FDM can transcend the bottleneck of performance of EMD in adaptively separating closefrequency signal components. Furthermore, the proposed method is compared with the method based on EMD, EEMD or VMD by investigating a turbine gearbox vibration signal. The results show that the proposed method outperforms the others in feature extraction of machinery vibration signals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vibration signals of defective machinery regularly feature multi-component, nonstationarity and nonlinearity [1] - [3] . Also, fault features of machinery are usually weak [4] , [5] . Consequently, characteristic frequencies referable to machinery faults may be submerged in close frequencies [6] - [8] . Accordingly, separations of close-frequency signal components are critical to accurate diagnosis of machinery faults. Fourier transform, premised on stationarity, is unsuitable for processing vibration signals of defective machinery. Conventional methods for nonstationary signal analysis can be divided into adaptive methods and parametric methods. Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an adaptive method, which is free of any parameter setting for use. Currently, EMD has found wide application in complex signal analysis [9] - [13] . However, EMD lacks a solid theoretical basis and suffers from some problems, such as mode mixing [14] , [15] . Consequently, EMD fails to adaptively The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prakasam Periasamy . separate two close-frequency signal components if their frequency ratio (low frequency vs high frequency) is above 0.67 [16] . For this reason, EMD may deliver a mediocre performance in extracting fault features from complex vibration signals [14] , [15] , [17] . Parametric methods require careful parameter settings for use, including short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigner-Ville distribution, wavelet transform, ensemble EMD (EEMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD). For example, EEMD needs determining amplitude of assistant white noise and the number of ensemble average and VMD needs determining the balancing parameter of the data-fidelity constraint, the time step of the dual ascent, the number of modes and the tolerance of convergence criterion [17] , [18] . It must be said that the performance of parametric methods is greatly influenced by their parameter settings. Unfortunately, parameter settings of parametric methods are usually empirical due to lacking a theoretical guide. Maybe, one of parametric methods can exceed the performance limit of EMD in separating two close-frequency signal components by careful parameter settings. However, this process generally requires considerable expert experi-ence and high time costs, and optimized parameters are barely applicable to other cases. Accordingly, although partly alleviating mode mixing of EMD, parametric methods actually run into difficulties in parameter settings [19] , [20] . In general, these conventional methods leave much to be desired in separations of close-frequency signal components. In 2015, Fourier decomposition method (FDM), an adaptive method for analyzing nonstationary and nonlinear signals, was presented as a result of expanding capabilities of the traditional Fourier series expansion [21] . Similar to EMD, FDM can entirely adaptively decompose any signals into a small number of Fourier intrinsic band functions (FIBF) with variable amplitude and frequency. This paper studies the feasibility of FDM for adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. To this end, this paper firstly conducts a comparative study into filtering properties of EMD and FDM by analyzing Gaussian white noise. As we know, EMD displays adaptive narrow-band filtering properties in low frequency but broadband filtering properties in high frequency. On the contrary, FDM demonstrates adaptive narrow-band filtering properties both in low frequency and in high frequency. Therefore, FDM has higher frequency resolution in high frequency than EMD. Next, this paper numerally proves that FDM can exceed the limit of performance of EMD in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. Afterwards, this paper exploits FDM to investigate machinery vibration signals and proposes a FDM-based method for extraction of fault features of machinery. In addition, the performance of the proposed method is benchmarked against the method based on EMD, EEMD or VMD by probing a vibration signal collected from a turbine gearbox. The comparison indicates that the proposed method is an improvement on the others in extracting fault features of machinery. This paper is structured as follows. Section II formulates FDM. Section III carries out a comparative study into filtering properties of EMD and FDM by analyzing Gaussian white noise. Section IV numerically demonstrates the capability of FDM to exceed the limit of performance of EMD in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. Section V experimentally benchmarks the performance of the proposed method against the method based on EMD, EEMD or VMD in extracting fault features of machinery. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. FOURIER DECOMPOSITION METHOD (FDM)
A. FDM FDM can decompose a real-valued and time-limited signal x (t) in the interval [t 1 , t 1 + T 0 ] into a set of limitedbandwidth FIBFs, i.e.
Here, y i (t) stands for the i th FIBF, a 0 for the average value of x (t) and M for the number of FIBFs, respectively. A FIBF y i (t) meets the following conditions.
(1) Zero mean:
(3) Analytic representation:
where y i (t) represents the Hilbert transform of y i (t). Thus, instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous frequency for y i (t) is a i (t),∀i and ω i (t) = φ i (t), ∀i, respectively.
For implementing FDM, the signal
As such, x (t) can be expressed as
Next, the periodic signal x T 0 (t) is expanded into a Fourier series, i.e.
Here,
According to Euler's formula, one can obtain
where
Here, c k = a k −jb k . Afterwards, for obtaining a set of FIBFs, Eq. (5) is rewritten as
For extracting a FIBF from a signal in frequency-descending order, N i is scanned from N i−1 −1 and takes a minimum value satisfying a i (t) ≥ 0 and ω (t) = φ i (t) ≥ 0 in a range of [1, N i−1 − 1]. In this place, N 0 = +∞ and N M = 1. As a result, the i th FIBF a i (t) exp [jφ i (t)] is represented as
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B. FILTERING PROPERTIES OF FDM
Some existing works have proven that EMD behaves almost as a dyadic filter [22] , [23] . To further clarify this, EMD was used to examine Gaussian white noise of length 10000 and power spectrum density (PSD) of resulting components is displayed in Figure 1 . As displayed in Figure 1 , EMD as a dyadic filter shows high frequency resolution in low frequency but low frequency resolution in high frequency. This means that valuable information contained in high-frequency components decomposed by EMD may be hard to retrieve. Then, FDM was used to analyze the same Gaussian white noise and PSD of FIBFs is displayed in Figure 2 . As displayed in Figure 2 , FDM exhibits excellent narrow-band filtering properties throughout the frequencies. Consequently, FDM shows great potential for feature extraction of a signal both in low frequency and in high frequency. 
III. APPLICATION OF FDM TO FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF MACHINERY A. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, two simulations with a frequency ratio exceeding 0.67 were conducted for evaluating the performance of FDM in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. A synthetic signal x (t) is composed of a highfrequency component x 1 (t) and a low-frequency one x 2 (t), expressed as follows.
In (8), a represents the amplitude ratio of x 1 (t) to x 2 (t). Moreover, f h and f l mean the frequency of x 1 (t) and x 2 (t), respectively. In these two simulations, the synthetic signal x (t) holds a size of 1000 and a sample frequency of 10Hz.
Other signal parameters are given in TABLE 1. In the first simulation, the frequency ratio r ≈ 0.71 is more than the threshold 0.67, which refers to a maximum of performance of EMD in adaptively separating two closefrequency signal components. The first synthetic signal is shown in Figure 3 . Firstly, EMD was adopted to examine the first synthetic signal. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by EMD are demonstrated in Figure 4 and in Figure 5 , respectively. As seen in Figure 4 and in Figure 5 , the first synthetic signal is decomposed into six components as a result of mode mixing. A comparison between Figure 4 and Figure 3 displays that EMD lacks the ability to reflect nature of the first synthetic signal. In the following, EEMD was applied to investigate the first FIGURE 3. The first synthetic signal and its two components. Here, x (t), x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) stand for the first synthetic signal, the high-frequency component and the low-frequency component, respectively. synthetic signal (For EEMD, this paper sets the amplitude of added assistant white noise as 0.2 times the standard deviation of the analyzed signal and sets the number of the ensemble average as 100 according to Ref. [17] ). The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by EEMD are demonstrated in Figure 6 and in Figure 7 , respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 6 and in Figure 7 , the first synthetic signal is decomposed into eight components as a result of mode mixing. A comparison between Figure 6 and Figure 3 suggests that EEMD hardly exhibits nature of the first synthetic signal. In the following, VMD was employed to examine the first synthetic signal by setting the number of modes as two (For VMD, this paper sets the balancing parameter of the data-fidelity constraint, the time step of the dual ascent and the tolerance of convergence criterion as 2000, 0 and 10 −7 , respectively.). The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by VMD are shown in Figure 8 and in Figure 9 , respectively. As shown in Figure 9 , the high-frequency component cannot be clearly identified. This means that VMD fails to represent essence of the first synthetic signal. Afterwards, FDM was employed for exploring the first synthetic signal. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by FDM are revealed in Figure 10 and in Figure 11 , respectively. As revealed in Figure 10 and in Figure 11 , the first synthetic signal is decomposed into two components. Also, a comparison between Figure 10 and Figure 3 proves that FDM can accurately reflect nature of the first synthetic signal. In the second simulation, the frequency ratio r = 0.68 also exceeds the threshold 0.67. The second synthetic signal is exhibited in Figure 12 . To begin with, EMD was used to probe the second synthetic signal. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by EMD are described in Figure 13 and in Figure 14 , respectively. As described Here, x (t), x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) stand for the second synthetic signal, the high-frequency component and the low-frequency component, respectively. in Figure 13 and in Figure 14 , the second synthetic signal is decomposed into seven components as a result of mode mixing. A comparison between Figure 13 and Figure 12 indicates that EMD is unsuccessful in expressing essence of the second synthetic signal. Afterwards, EEMD demonstrated its use in analyzing the second synthetic signal. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by EEMD are displayed in Figure 15 and in Figure 16 , respectively. As displayed in Figures 15 and in Figure 16 , the second synthetic signal is decomposed into eight components as a result of mode mixing. A comparison between Figure 15 and Figure 12 demonstrates that EEMD delivers a poor performance in revealing essence of the second synthetic signal. Next, VMD was used to explore the second synthetic signal by setting the number of modes as two. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by VMD are shown in Figure 17 and in Figure 18 , respectively. As shown in Figure 18 , the high-frequency component seemingly disappears. This shows that VMD is unsuccessful in revealing essence of the second synthetic signal. Next, FDM was employed to study the second synthetic signal. The decomposition results and the time-frequency image acquired by FDM are depicted in Figure 19 and in Figure 20 , respectively. Figure 20 , FDM accurately decomposes the second synthetic signal into two components. Additionally, a comparison between Figure 19 and Figure 12 shows that FDM can reveal nature of the second synthetic signal. 
As depicted in Figures 19 and in

B. APPLICATION OF FDM TO FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF MACHINERY
In this section, the performance of the proposed method was benchmarked against the method based on EMD, EEMD or VMD by analyzing a vibration signal collected from a test turbine gearbox in NREL dynamometer facility (DTF). The test turbine with a rated power of 750kW is stall-controlled, three-bladed and upwind [24] . The complete nacelle and drivetrain was installed in the NREL DTF and hard fixed to the floor without the hub, rotor, yaw bearing or yaw drivers. The actual controller was employed to supply start-up and system safety responses. After finishing run-in in the laboratory, the test gearbox firstly experienced two loss-of-oil events in a wind field and then was brought back to the laboratory for reinstallation with the same configuration. The loss-of-oil events caused flanks of the pinion on the high-speed shaft and of the gear on the intermediate-speed shaft to be severely scuffed [25] . The test gearbox has an overall transmission ratio of 81.49, whose internal structure is briefly described in Figure 21 . The pinion on the highspeed shaft and the gear on the intermediate-speed shaft have 22 and 88 teeth, respectively. In the experiment, the highspeed shaft has a rotational frequency of 30Hz. As a result, the intermediate-speed shaft has a rotational frequency of 7.5Hz. Also, the meshing frequency of the gear pair is 660Hz. The investigated signal with a sample frequency of 40kHz and a time duration of 1s is revealed in Figure 22 , collected in the vicinity of the high-speed shaft. To start with, the signal was investigated by EMD and 14 components were obtained. Since EMD works almost as a dyadic filter, the fifth and the fourth components decomposed by EMD contain the meshing frequency and its second-order harmonic, respectively. The fifth component decomposed by EMD is profiled in Figure 23 . In addition, amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the fifth component decomposed by EMD are manifested in Figure 24 (a) and (b), respectively. Figure 24 , amplitude spectra of the fifth component decomposed by EMD reach peaks at 540Hz and 691Hz with sidebands of 23Hz, 40 Hz, 60 Hz and 90 Hz. The fourth component decomposed by EMD is depicted in Figure 25 . Moreover, amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the fourth component decomposed by EMD are manifested in Figure 26 (a) and (b) , respectively. As manifested in Figure 26 , amplitude spectra of the fourth component decomposed by EMD reach a peak at 1322Hz with sidebands of 45 Hz, 68 Hz and 90Hz. Because no faulty clues can be found in Figure 24 and in Figure 26 , EMD seemingly fails to discover faults occurring in the high-speed stage. Afterwards, EEMD was employed to examine the signal and 15 components are derived. Similarly, the fifth and the fourth components decomposed by EEMD comprise the meshing frequency and its second-order harmonic, respectively. Figure 27 gives a picture of the fifth component decomposed by EEMD. Additionally, amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the fifth component decomposed by EEMD are reflected in Figure 28(a) and (b) , respectively. As reflected in Figure 28 , amplitude spectra of the fifth component decomposed by EEMD reach peaks at 422Hz, 542Hz and 692Hz with sidebands of 23Hz and 61Hz. Then, Figure 29 describes the fourth component decomposed by EEMD. Next, amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the fourth component decomposed by EEMD are exhibited in Figure 30 (a) and (b), respectively. As exhibited in Figure 30 , amplitude spectra of the fourth component decomposed by EEMD reach peaks at 542Hz, 692 Hz and 1323 Hz with a sideband of 31Hz. Since no faulty clues can be found in Figure 28 and in Figure 30 , EEMD seemingly has few capabilities for pinpointing faults occurring in the high-speed stage. Subsequently, VMD was adopted to investigate the signal by setting the number of modes as 14, which equals to the number of components recovered by EMD. Figure 31 depicts PSD of these components recovered by VMD. As depicted in Figure 31 , the first component nearly displays the frequency range of 0Hz-1840Hz, and the second component nearly displays the frequency range of 560Hz-2960Hz. Therefore, the first and the second components may contain faulty information of this turbine gearbox. The first component extracted by VMD is provided in Figure 32 . Figure 33 describe amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the first component extracted by VMD, respectively. As described in Figure 33 , amplitude spectra of the first component extracted by VMD reach peaks at 331Hz, 481 Hz and 631 Hz with sidebands of 22Hz, 31 Hz, 38 Hz, 60 Hz, 73 Hz and 83 Hz. The second component extracted by VMD is given in Figure 34 . Figure 35 and envelope spectra of the second component extracted by VMD, respectively. As described in Figure 35 , amplitude spectra of the second component extracted by VMD reach peaks at 1324Hz and 1955 Hz without a sideband. Because no faulty information can be uncovered in Figures 33 and in Figure 35 , VMD is seemingly unsuccessful in recognizing faults occurring in the high-speed stage. Next, FDM was employed to probe the signal and 70 components were obtained. Figure 36 describes PSD of these components decomposed by FDM. As displayed in Figure 36 , FDM works as a narrow-band filtering bank throughout the frequencies.
As manifested in
As seen in Figure 36 , the 65 th component and the 60 th component contain the meshing frequency and its second-order harmonic, respectively. TABLE 2 gives the ratios between center frequencies of the 65 th component and its adjacent components and the ratios between center frequencies of the 60 th component and its adjacent components. According to the frequency ratios given in TABLE 2, the 65 th component and the 60 th component cannot be adaptively extracted by EMD. The 65 th component decomposed by FDM is exhibited in Figure 37 . Moreover, Figure 38 (a) and (b) represent amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the 65 th component decomposed by FDM, respectively. As represented in Figure 38 , amplitude spectra of the 65 th component decomposed by FDM reach a peak at 662Hz with sidebands of 7.5Hz, 30 Hz, 60 Hz and 90 Hz. This means that spectra of the 65 th component decomposed by FDM are indicative of faults occurring in the high-speed stage. Subsequently, the 60 th component decomposed by FDM is exhibited in Figure 39 . Then, amplitude spectra and envelope spectra of the 60 th component decomposed by FDM are displayed in Figure 40 occurring in the high-speed stage. This follows that FDM has the ability to identify a fault contained in the signal.
C. DISCUSSIONS
As opposed to EMD behaving almost as a dyadic filter, FDM presents itself as a narrow-band filtering bank throughout the frequencies. Indeed, FDM demonstrates the potential to overcome the limit of performance of conventional methods in separating two close-frequency signal components numerally and experimentally. Thus, the proposed method gives a better performance in extraction of fault features of machinery. This paper makes two principal contributions. Firstly, this paper exhibits adaptive narrow-band filtering characteristics of FDM. Accordingly, the proposed method can perform well in uncovering faulty information both in low frequency and in high frequency. Secondly, this paper proves that FDM has the ability to break the limit of performance of EMD in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. Therefore, the proposed method can reduce mode mixing existing in EMD and avoid difficulties which parametric methods encounter in parameter settings. Although displaying appealing features, the proposed method is only suitable for feature extraction of narrowband signals. Therefore, if frequencies of components to be analyzed disperse widely, the proposed method may be not applicable. Moreover, the performance of the proposed method should be evaluated further using more machinery vibration signals in the future. In addition, this paper focuses on automatic separations of close-frequency signal components without any parameter settings. Hence, a detailed discussion concerning parameter settings of parametric methods is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces FDM to analyze machinery vibration signals for breaking the limit of performance of EMD in adaptively separating close-frequency signal components. Furthermore, this paper studies filtering properties of FDM by analyzing Gaussian white noise. As a result, FDM demonstrates narrow-band filtering properties both in low frequency and in high frequency. Moreover, comparisons of the proposed method with the method based on EMD, EEMD or VMD show that the proposed method has an advantage in extracting fault features of machinery. As a result, the proposed method may demonstrate the huge potential for extraction of fault features of machinery in the future.
